In this paper, conventional global QCD analysis is generalized to produce parton distribution functions (PDFs) optimized for use with event generators at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). This optimization is accomplished by complementing usual constraints on the PDFs from the existing hard-scattering experimental data with those needed to reproduce cross sections for key scattering processes at the LHC, as predicted by the best available theory, in the joint input to the global analysis. With the optimized PDFs, predictions obtained by event generators at a given order in the QCD coupling strength reproduce the representative LHC cross sections computed at one higher order. In the present study, the optimized PDFs for leading-order event generators were developed. Several optimization strategies and resulting candidate PDF sets (labeled as CT09MCS, CT09MC1 and CT09MC2) are compared with those from other approaches.
Introduction
Monte Carlo event generators play a critical role in all stages of modern particle physics, from detector design to calculation of acceptances and interpretation of experimental results. A key input needed for event generators is parton distribution functions (PDFs). The PDFs are used (1) in the evaluation of the hard subprocess matrix elements, (2) in the backward showering algorithm for initial-state radiation, and (3) in the calculation of the multiple parton interactions that make up the bulk of the underlying event. The latter, in particular, requires extensive tuning which depends strongly on detailed features of the input PDFs.
A long-standing question, and dilemma, in this regard has been: what are the appropriate PDF sets that one should use with the available event generators, in particular, with the most mature and widely used leading-order (LO) generators? For next-to-leading-order (NLO) event generators, such as MC@NLO [1] and POWHEG [2, 3] , the answer is reasonably straightforward: use NLO PDF sets defined in a compatible factorization scheme.
1 However, the number of processes implemented in a NLO Monte Carlo framework is still limited, and the use of LO Monte Carlo programs is more widespread. But for LO Monte Carlo event generators, the choice of the PDFs and their order is non-trivial.
In practice, most applications of LO event generators have been using available LO PDFs. Certain alternative practices, such as using NLO PDFs in LO event generators, have been also proposed to address some of the issues. It has been observed [5] that a better agreement with fully NLO predictions, both in terms of the shape and normalization of the cross section, and of acceptances calculated with experimental cuts, can often be obtained when LO event generators use NLO PDFs. But these alternatives have their own known drawbacks, particularly with the determination of the underlying event, and are not robust for all processes. 2 The urgent need for better-performing event generator calculations has stimulated much discussion at recent conferences and workshops about PDFs that are tailormade specifically for event generators. This general idea obviously makes sense; the question is how to construct these special PDFs?
To address this question, it is necessary to distinguish between two different sources of mismatches between the conventional LO PDFs and their event generator applications. The first problem is due to intrinsic limitations of the LO global analysis or LO calculations that make their "predictions" inherently unreliable at higher energies, beyond that of the input experimental data included in the global analysis (e.g., at the LHC), and for new physical processes that are not included in the global analysis (e.g., top quark and Higgs production). This problem has been discussed in literature [5] . Suggestions have been made [7] to remedy 1 This factorization scheme must agree with the specific algorithm for treatment of exclusive final states in the NLO event generator [4] . 2 The PYTHIA8 [6] framework allows one to use separate PDFs for the generation of the hard-scattering portion of the event and for the generation of the underlying event. Thus, one could use a NLO PDF for the matrix element and a LO PDF for the parton showering/underlying event. Formally, all parts of an event must be computed with the same PDF set; but, if the x and Q 2 regimes where the two PDF sets are invoked are very different, the inconsistency should not be too serious.
the known deficiencies of the LO calculations by relaxing constraints from the momentum sum rule and other common practices, basically by a trial-and-error approach determined by the a posteriori result. This paper will try to address this problem in a more direct way by utilizing the power of the global analysis itself and by going beyond its conventional method.
The second mismatch is associated with the initial-state radiation (ISR) that is present in the event generators, but not in the global analysis determining the LO PDFs. This problem, in principle, depends on the type of the event generator, given that each of them handles ISR differently. The differences in the ISR treatment should formally be taken into account when deriving the appropriate input PDF sets. In practice, at LO accuracy, the main impact of the radiation is kinematic in nature, with further subtleties being formally at NLO and thus beyond the scope of this study. In an initial-state parton shower, gluons are radiated at finite angles. In the DGLAP formalism used in global PDF fits, gluons are assumed to be collinear. Thus, to produce, say, a W or a Higgs boson at a particular rapidity, a larger momentum fraction for the incoming partons is required in a parton shower Monte Carlo program than in a fixed-order formalism, resulting in a kinematic suppression. We discuss the size of this suppression in Section 3 and show that the effect, although noticeable, does not significantly affect predictions at the LHC, in comparison to more pronounced differences arising from the choice between the LO and NLO PDFs.
Global analysis of PDFs For LO event generators
Conventional global analyses determine PDFs by fitting theoretical QCD cross sections to the existing hard scattering data. Universality of PDFs and their calculable QCD evolution to higher scales allow us then to make predictions at higher energies and for new processes. For most applications, especially those relevant for event generators, this principle works well at NLO, since the accuracy of perturbative QCD predictions at this order usually matches the current and expected experimental precision.
3 But when PDFs are determined in a LO global analysis, using existing experimental data, they are known to have incorrect behavior both at small and large partonic momentum fractions x, due to missing large terms that first arise in the hard matrix elements at a higher order (NLO). Many Tevatron/LHC cross sections tend to be larger at NLO than at LO for commonly used scales, i.e., the K-factor (the ratio of the NLO to LO cross sections) tends to be larger than 1 -see, for example, Ref. [5] and Table 4 later in this paper. As a consequence, when conventional LO PDFs are used in LO generators, predictions at high energies (such as at the LHC or, in some cases, the Tevatron) and for new physical processes can be quite unreliable, both in magnitude and shape [5, 7] . Alternative prescriptions, such as using LO matrix elements with NLO PDF sets, may better reproduce the shape of the full NLO cross section; but, as already mentioned, other issues with the normalization and underlying event still remain [5] .
Since, by definition, we are constrained to use LO matrix elements in LO generators, this long-standing dilemma can be resolved-to the extent possible-only by trying to optimize factorization of LO cross sections, i.e., by finding better PDFs and possibly more sensible renormalization and factorization scales for each LO cross section. This can be carried out most systematically by redefining the goal and strategy of the global QCD analysis. 4 In a conventional global analysis, the PDFs are optimized to fit the existing experimental data. For event generator applications, this is not the main purpose; rather, it is equally, if not more, important to produce reliable predictions at higher energies and for new processes. In fact, the efficacy of a PDF set for event generator applications, particularly LO ones, is mostly judged by how its predictions for future colliders meet expectations.
5 But, prior to having real data at these colliders, what constitutes the correct expectations? This is where the existing NLO and NNLO calculations come in. There is a good reason to believe that, for standard model (SM) processes, the predictions of QCD at NLO and NNLO orders will be reasonably reliable. They can be used as a sensible substitute for nature (or "truth" as called in Ref. [7] ).
This observation immediately suggests that the most direct, and effective, way to obtain PDF sets for event generators is to generalize the conventional global QCD analysis to utilize the best estimates of key physical processes at future colliders (to ensure reliable predictions), in parallel with the existing experimental data sets (to ensure reasonable agreement with nature at currently available energy scales), as joint inputs to the global fitting. In principle, this idea can be applied at both LO and NLO; however it is only of practical interest for LO event generators at present. 6 For this purpose, we can implement the constraints of "nature" at high energies in the form of pseudodata sets generated by NLO calculations for representative physical processes that are sensitive to various flavors of partons: light quarks, gluons, and heavy quarks.
Even if this basic idea of a global analysis of PDFs optimized for event generators is quite simple and natural, a few relevant considerations need to be pointed out before going into details. First, since we are focusing on PDFs for LO generators, we must use LO matrix elements in the calculations for the global fitting. But we know already that LO matrix elements provide only the most basic approximations to the true theory; therefore, even the most optimized PDFs cannot be expected to fit well both the lower-energy experimental data, especially in deep-inelastic scattering processes, and the higher energy pseudodata at the same time. These PDFs represent the best compromise that can be obtained within the restrictions of the LO matrix element approximation. They are intended solely as an input to LO event generators for predictions at the LHC, with an eye on their inherent limitations.
In its typical application, a LO event generator is not used to predict absolute cross sections per se, but rather to calculate detector acceptances for, and backgrounds to, physics processes of interest, in conjunction with detailed detector simulations. It is desirable that the LO event generators produce reasonably accurate normalizations for the cross sections, although it is understood that higher-order contributions not included in the LO generators may introduce sizeable corrections. But it is even more important that kinematic shapes, such as rapidity distributions, be accurately described, so that event acceptance derived from these distributions is close to reality.
It should be readily emphasized that the PDFs generated in this modified manner are not "leading-order PDFs"-rather, they are "PDFs for leading-order Monte-Carlo programs", or "LO-MC PDFs". This distinction needs to be made, since there are still lingering misconceptions about the need to "match orders" in literature and in public discussions. Event generators, including "LO event generators", have some elements of higher-order contributions and, in this sense, are not at the stated order in the QCD coupling. Because of these two considerations, the global fits we are performing have the freedom of choice on several fronts, all of which can impact the numerical results.
⋆ The order of α s : We have the choice of using either a 1-loop or 2-loop version of the QCD coupling α s . Nominally, a 1-loop α s may be considered as more appropriate with a LO event generator, but some parton showering models prefer a 2-loop α s . We also have the freedom to set α s free in the global fit or to tie it to the world average. We choose to fix α s (M Z ) at the world average (0.118 at two loops and 0.130 at one loop), for convenience and compatibility with the previous CTEQ PDF sets.
⋆ Factorization scales: Should the renormalization and factorization scales for different processes be fixed, or could they be discretionally chosen, or even be fitted, in order to get the best agreement? The motivation for considering flexibility here is because LO calculations are notoriously scale-dependent for most processes. Changes in the scales can affect both the normalization and the shapes of the Tevatron and LHC cross sections. But this flexibility can be also employed to advantage, by finding the LO scale values that provide the best approximation to the real data and NLO pseudodata.
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⋆ Momentum sum rule: This sum rule relates PDFs or different flavors in order to conserve the total momentum carried by the partons. Can it be relaxed in this kind of global analysis? This possibility was brought forth by earlier attempts to fix the problems of existing LO PDFs [7] by putting more gluons in the high-x region than otherwise would be allowed in a LO fit. Is this still needed in our approach, which automatically puts more partons into the relevant x region because of the constraints imposed by the NLO pseudodata? Even when relaxation of the momentum sum rule is not required, could it still improve the results? We shall answer these questions by performing parallel global analyses with and without enforcing the momentum sum rule and by comparing their outcomes.
⋆ Selection and construction of NLO pseudodata sets to represent "nature" at high energies: There is clearly a great deal of latitude in doing this. The selection of physical cross sections to be represented in these theoretical data sets is guided by the importance of the process for the LHC physics, and by the parton flavors that these processes are sensitive to. One would like to ensure that all parton flavors, in most ranges of x, are covered by these constraints. Since these pseudodata sets are used in a fitting procedure, one must also assign "errors" to each data point, as well as overall weights of the χ 2 values contributed by each pseudodata set. These can be guided by the estimated theoretical and expected experimental errors, but are ultimately subjective.
To satisfy phenomenological considerations, the LO-MC PDFs should
• behave similarly to the usual LO PDFs as x → 0 (assumed by the current models for the underlying event) and to NLO PDFs as x → 1;
• describe the underlying event at the Tevatron (with a Monte-Carlo tune similar to what is currently used) and extrapolate to a reasonable level of underlying event at the LHC.
Th NLO pseudodata for the LHC scattering processes included in the fit is chosen so as to enforce this desired behavior of the LO-MC PDFs. As such, we use the single-inclusive W + , W − and Z 0 rapidity distributions (affecting the low-x and high-x quark distributions), the bb 8 and tt invariant mass distributions, and the rapidity distribution for a 120 GeV standard model Higgs boson produced through gg fusion (affecting the low-x and high-x gluon distribution). All NLO pseudodata cross sections were computed using the MCFM program [11] and CTEQ6.6M PDFs [12] .
When generating the vector boson and the Higgs boson NLO pseudodata, we have set the renormalization/factorization scale to be equal to the (pole) mass of the respective boson. For the scale in tt production, we have used the top quark mass (172 GeV), and, for the scale in bb production, we have used the invariant mass of the quark-antiquark pair. All pseudodata cross sections were computed at 14 TeV, the nominal center-of-mass energy of the LHC. After the fit, we also checked the level of agreement between the NLO predictions and the LO-MC predictions at 7 TeV and 10 TeV, the initial running energies of the LHC.
To illustrate the scale of the problem we are trying to address, Fig. 1 shows rapidity distributions for inclusive W ± , Z 0 , and Higgs boson production at √ s = 14 TeV, the key LHC processes. They are computed by the MCFM program at NLO using the CTEQ6.6M NLO PDFs, and at LO using the LO CTEQ6L1 [13] and NLO CTEQ6.6M PDFs, with the same scale choices. As expected, the average normalization of the cross section with the LO hard part is smaller than that at NLO, regardless of whether the LO PDFs or NLO PDFs are used. In 8 Here, we consider bb production only through gg fusion (with the b quark mass set equal to 4.75 GeV), to constrain the gluon PDF in the low-x range typical for the underlying event in hard scattering collisions. We fit the bb mass range from 10-100 GeV /c 2 . Hereafter, we refer to this process as b ′ b ′ since it refers to a restricted set of production subprocesses. addition, comparison of the "LO-LO" CTEQ6L1 and "LO-NLO" CTEQ6.6M distributions reveals significant differences in the shapes, obviously caused by the input PDFs and not by the different orders of the hard matrix elements. While such differences are observed in all four processes, the W + rapidity distribution provides a particularly eye-catching example of the danger of using the conventional LO PDFs with an LO hard cross section (or LO event generators). The strong forward-backward peaking of the "LO-LO" CTEQ6L1 W + rapidity distribution disappears when the NLO CTEQ6.6M PDFs are used with the LO hard part. 9 The acceptance for W + → e + ν, computed by a LO event generator for standard analysis cuts, differs when the NLO CTEQ6.6 PDFs are used instead of CTEQ6L1. It is thus a misconception that the strong forward-backward peaking observed in the prediction based on CTEQ6L1 is a benchmark feature of inclusive W + rapidity distribution at the LHC. In reality, it is primarily an artifact due to inadequacies of the conventional LO fitting formalism.
The disagreements with the NLO benchmark cross sections are greatly reduced when the LO cross sections are computed using our LO-MC PDFs, as will be shown in Section 4.2. It is also obvious, from the above description, that there is a wide range of possible ways to implement our general approach.
Impact of parton showering
The LO-MC PDFs in our study are constructed using fixed-order (sometimes called "partonlevel") QCD calculations. In practice, these PDFs will be used with LO matrix elements embedded into a parton shower framework. According to initial-state radiation algorithms, shower partons are emitted at non-zero angles with finite transverse momentum, and not with a zero k T implicit in the collinear approximation. It might be argued that the resulting kinematic suppression due to parton showering (handled differently by various event generators) should be taken into account when deriving PDFs for explicit use in Monte Carlo programs.
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To quantify kinematical dependence of this suppression, Fig. 2 examines several leadingorder rapidity (y) distributions for SM Higgs boson production via gg fusion, obtained in the PYTHIA event generator [6] . We compare cross sections with and without initial-state radiation (ISR) contributions, for either the CTEQ6L1 PDFs or one of our new LO-MC PDF sets CT09MC2 (to be described later). In the top left figure, distributions for a (toy) 10 GeV mass Higgs boson at the LHC energy √ s =10 TeV are considered. A sizeable kinematic suppression in the presence of ISR is evident at forward rapidities, while the total cross section (integrated over the whole rapidity range) remains largely unaffected. These features force the rapidity distribution of such an ultra-light Higgs boson to be more central with the initial-state parton showering on than without it. In production of a heavier Higgs boson with mass 120 GeV (top right figure) , the effects of the kinematic suppression at forward rapidities are still evident, but reduced in magnitude. For Higgs boson with mass 300 GeV (bottom figure), the effects of the kinematic suppression are reduced still further. This behavior indicates that parton showering is not likely to affect greatly the rapidity distributions for large-mass phenomena at the LHC, such as for example, tt production.
A comparison of PYTHIA predictions for production of a W + boson at the LHC (10 TeV) with and without parton showering is shown in Fig. 3 . For both CTEQ6L1 and CT09MC2 PDFs, alterations in the shape of the rapidity distribution caused by the parton showering are relatively small. In particular, it can be noted that the differences in the shape of W + rapidity distributions introduced by conventional LO PDFs (such as CTEQ6L1), as compared to the NLO cross section, are largely unaffected by the parton showering. The choice of the PDF set evidently outweighs the impact of parton showering in the case of W boson production.
In general, the use of the LO-MC PDFs shifts the production of gauge bosons to more central values of rapidity. A similar shift occurs because of parton showering, but the magnitude of the shift decreases as the mass of the final state increases. The impact of the showering also decreases for higher center-of-mass energies (14 TeV, for example, as compared to 10 TeV). For the rest of the paper, unless noted, we will use fixed-order predictions, although extensive comparisons have been made with parton-shower predictions as well. 4 Results of the modified PDF analysis
General considerations
The LO-MC PDFs (designated as CT09MC PDFs) are constrained by including the same existing experimental data sets as those used in the CTEQ6.6 PDF analysis [12] , combined with the pseudodata on NLO cross sections for five representative LHC scattering processes discussed in Sec. 2. Correlated systematic error information is used for all experimental data sets.
To give an idea about the impact the NLO radiative contributions, a fully NLO global fit in the CTEQ framework, with no pseudodata, results in a χ 2 /d.o.f. close to 1 for a sample of around 2700 data points. If the fit is carried out instead at LO, with a 1-loop α s , the χ 2 worsens by about 30%. If α s is evaluated at two loops, the χ 2 is larger than that at NLO by 20%; i.e., the 2-loop α s experssion improves χ 2 in the LO fit by about 10%. Thus, the data prefer more rapid variation of α s with Q 2 provided by its two-loop expression. If, in addition, the momentum sum rule is relaxed, modest improvements in the global χ 2 are observed, accompanied by a violation of the momentum fraction sum on the order of 3%. Allowing more gluon momentum does improve the LO-MC fit to some of the (regular) data sets, but results in a worse fit to other data sets. Thus, we find it difficult to achieve as small a value of χ 2 in the LO-MC fits as in the NLO fit, even when the momentum sum rule is relaxed.
Numerical results

CT09MCS PDFs
We now consider the LO-MC PDFs produced with the NLO pseudodata included in our data set. First, we consider the case where the momentum sum rule is kept intact, but the factorization scales in the LO matrix elements corresponding to the pseudodata are allowed to vary as free parameters. The normalization of the LO calculation for each pseudodata set i is also allowed to float to reach the best agreement with the NLO cross section, which is equivalently described by a floating normalization of each pseudodata set, denoted by N i . The effective K-factor (NLO/LO) for the pseudodata is then given by K i = 1/N i . We will name the LO-MC PDF set resulting from this approach as "CT09MCS", where S signifies the varied scales in the fit to the pseudodata.
In practical terms, the factorization scale µ i for each pseudodata set, taken to be the same as the renormalization scale, is allowed to vary within a factor of four around the nominal scale defined for each process in Section 2. A χ 2 penalty is assigned for deviations of the normalization N i from unity, and the weights applied to χ 2 values from the pseudodata sets can be varied as well. For this exercise, we use only the 2-loop α s (m Z ). As stated previously, the value of the (2-loop) α s (m Z ) is fixed at the value of 0.118 used in the CTEQ6.6 global fit. The fitted µ i and K i for each pseudodata set, obtained using CT09MCS PDFs. As a reminder, b ′ b ′ refers to production only through the gg sub-process.
In the CT09MCS approach, the optimum χ 2 is obtained with the scales given in Table 1 , with each scale being within a factor of 2 or so from the nominal value. A comparison of the CT09MCS predictions with the NLO pseudodata is presented in Figs. 4 and 5. The NLO cross sections are shown with their true normalization, while the LO-MC cross sections are multiplied by the best-fit K-factors listed in Table 1 . Excellent agreement between the CT09MCS and NLO cross sections is observed for all four scattering processes.
CT09MC1 and CT09MC2 PDFs
In the second approach, we again fit the real experimental data and NLO pseudodata together, but relax the momentum sum rule and fix the factorization scales at their nominal values. The pseudo-data normalizations are allowed to float, as before. We obtain two PDF sets, designated as CT09MC1 and CT09MC2, determined with the 1-loop and 2-loop expressions for α s , respectively. In this approach, good agreement with the NLO pseudodata is reached only at the expense of a worse agreement with the real data. We balance between describing the real data and LHC pseudodata by assigning an extra weight to the pseudodata to better reproduce the pseudodata's normalization and shape. As the weight of the pseudodata in the global fit is increased, (i) the pseudodata normalizations get closer to unity, (ii) larger violation of the momentum sum rule is observed, (iii) the quality of agreement with the real data sets deteriorates progressively, with χ 2 values for the real data being worse by 10-20% for the CT09MC1 and CT09MC2 fits than without the pseudodata. The 2-loop α s expression results in slightly lower normalizations N i for the pseudodata sets and a slightly larger violation of the momentum sum rule than in the case of the 1-loop α s , but in a similar level of agreement with the real data set.
The final CT09MC1 and CT09MC2 PDFs thus present a compromise that tries for a better shape and normalization for the pseudodata without sacrificing reasonable (LO) description of the real (non-LHC) data sets.
CT09MC2 predictions for selected LHC cross sections
Comparison of CT09MC2 predictions to the NLO pseudodata at the LHC center-of-mass energies √ s =14, 10, and (for some processes) 7 TeV is shown in Figs. 6-11 . Similar values of cross sections are obtained with the CT09MC1 PDF set. In the figures, the actual cross sections are compared, without applying any normalization factors. Table 1 . Table 1 .
In all cases, the LO cross sections based on the CT09MC2 PDFs are closer to the NLO predictions both in the overall normalization and shape than the respective LO cross sections based on a standard LO PDF such as CTEQ6L1. The predictions for W and Z production at LO-MC are almost identical to those at NLO, and those for tt production are considerably closer to the NLO predictions. 11 The predictions for the production of a 120 GeV Higgs boson are similar in shape, but the LO-MC prediction is still significantly lower than NLO (see the discussion below). The LO-MC predictions have a similar or even better agreement with the NLO benchmark cross sections at √ s =7 and 10 TeV than at 14 TeV.
An alternative set of PDFs (MRST2007lomod) for leading-order Monte Carlo programs was developed in Ref. [7] . The figures compare the LO predictions utilising the MRST2007lomod PDFs with our results. At 7 TeV, the difference between the LO predictions for W and Z production using the MRST2007lomod PDFs and the NLO benchmark cross sections is essentially a normalization shift. At 10 TeV, and then especially at 14 TeV, there is also a noticeable difference in the shape of the rapidity distribution. However, 11 Both the LO and NLO predictions for tt production are evaluated at the factorization scale µ = m t . The impact of using a different scale µ = √ŝ is also shown in Fig. 11 , indicating the large scale dependence present in LO predictions. both CT09MC2 and MRST2007lomod predictions provide an almost identical description for Higgs production.
The K-factors that need to be applied to the LO CT09MC1 and CT09MC2 predictions to recoincile them with their NLO counterparts are listed in Table 2 . The K-factors for W and Z boson production are basically unity, made possible by the extra freedom introduced by the relaxation of the momentum sum rule. The K-factors for the gluon-induced processes are closer to unity than for the standard LO PDF, as a result of the larger gluon density at high x. The K-factor for Higgs production remains significantly larger than unity, since the virtual corrections to this process are especially large and cannot (nor should they) be completely compensated by an increase in the LO gluon density. Fig. 10 , on a semi-log scale. LO CT09MC2 predictions for the factorization scale µ = √ s are also shown. Table 2 : Fitted K i for each pseudodata set at the LHC (at 14 TeV) for CT09MC1 and CT09MC2 PDFs, along with the sum of parton momentum fractions in the proton for each set.
Comparisons of PDFs
Figures 12-15 compare the LO-MC PDFs described in this paper with the CTEQ6.6M and CTEQ6L PDFs, for various parton flavors and energy scales. The LO-MC gluon PDF CT09MCS, obtained with the fitted normalizations and scales, is quite close to the conventional LO PDF, CTEQ6L, as seen in Fig. 12 . The gluon distributions in two LO-MC fits with the relaxed momentum sum rule, CT09MC1 and CT09MC2, are equal to, or larger than, CTEQ6L in the entire x range. They are larger than the CTEQ6.6M gluon up to x values of 0.1 (CT09MC1) and 0.4 (CT09MC2). All LO-MC gluon PDFs approach the CTEQ6L gluon PDF at small x (0.001 or less), in the region responsible for producing the underlying event at the LHC. With the momentum sum rule relaxed, the 2-loop CT09MC2 gluon is noticeably larger than the 1-loop CT09MC1 gluon, in order to compensate for the smaller value of the 2-loop QCD coupling strength when fitting the NLO pseudodata.
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The increase in the CT09MC1 and CT09MC2 gluon distributions is accompanied by the significant increase in the small-x sea quark distributions. The LO-MC u-quark distributions (cf. Figure 13 ) remain larger than the NLO u-quark distribution at x > 0.2, in a manner similar to the conventional CTEQ6L u-quark distribution. The u,ū, d, andd distributions are larger than CTEQ6.6M and CTEQ6L at small and moderate x, leading to both a flattening of the LHC W + rapidity distribution and an increase in the total cross sections for the vector boson pseudodata required by the full NLO calculations. Finally, while the CT09MC PDFs for (anti)quarks are quite different from their MRST2007lomod counterparts, the CT09MC gluon distributions are similar to those from MRST except at high x, where the CT09MC PDFs are closer to CTEQ6.6M due to the influence of the pseudodata. 
Predictions for other LHC cross sections
By construction, predictions based on the LO-MC PDFs provide a better description of the LHC pseudodata cross sections. The pseudodata sets were chosen so as to be representative of the universally desired PDF behavior for typical LHC hard-scattering cross sections, but it is important to check predictions for the cross sections that were not a part of the pseudodata sets. In Fig. 17 , we show cross sections for vector boson fusion production of a SM Higgs boson (m Higgs = 120 GeV), computed at NLO using the CTEQ6.6M PDFs, and at LO using two LO-MC PDFs (CT09MCS and CT09MC2). Distributions in the rapidities of the Higgs boson and the leading jet are plotted. The two LO-MC calculations reproduce well the shapes of the NLO rapidity distributions. The LO-MC cross sections are larger (smaller) than the respective NLO cross sections when the CT09MC2 (CT09MCS) PDFs are used. Both of them differ from the NLO (CTEQ6.6M) prediction in the central rapidity region by about ten percent.
To study the impact of the LO-MC PDFs on the matching of (multi-parton) hard matrix elements with parton showers, we have performed a comparison of parton-level cross sections for production of W + + n-partons (n=0,..,4) at the LHC (10 TeV), computed by the MADGRAPH program [14] with both the conventional (CTEQ6L1) and CT09MC2 PDFs. We have found that the CT09MC2 PDFs increase the subprocess cross sections by a factor of about 1.25-1.35 forand gq initial states, relatively independently of the flavors of the initial-state quarks and the number of partons in the final state. For gg initial states, the factor is larger, ranging from about 1.5 to 1.75. The details of this comparison are collected in Appendix A.
The K-factor for a given process is a useful shorthand which encapsulates the size of the NLO corrections to the lowest-order cross section. As discussed in Appendix B, the K-factors are closer to unity when NLO PDFs are used for the LO calculations, and this is true as well for LO predictions using the CT09MC1 and CT09MC2 PDFs.
7 Impact on the underlying event at the LHC Predictions for the underlying event at the LHC are most sensitive to the magnitude and shape of the low-x gluon PDF, as the small-x gg scattering into low-p T dijets makes up the bulk of the underlying event. As stated earlier, the LO gluon distribution is considerably larger at low x than the NLO gluon. The multiple parton scattering models in the LO parton shower Monte Carlos have been tuned to this default LO gluon behavior. The CT09MC PDFs retain the low-x behavior of the conventional LO gluon PDF and thus can be used with underlying event tunes similar to those derived for standard LO PDFs [15] . As an example, Fig. 18 shows PYTHIA [16] predictions for the charged particle transverse momentum distribution in minimum bias events at CDF, obtained for PYTHIA Tune A [17] and CTEQ6L1, CT09MC1, and CT09MC2 PDFs. The two L0-MC PDFs lead to an equivalent description of the standard, Tune A with CTEQ6L1. Figure 18 : Predictions for the charged particle transverse momentum distribution in minimum bias events for CDF in the Tevatron Run 1 (1.8 TeV), using the CTEQ6L1, CT09MC1 and CT09MC2 PDFs.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have generalized the conventional global QCD analysis to produce parton distributions optimized for simulations in event generators at leading order in perturbative QCD. This is done by combining the constraints due to existing hard-scattering experimental data with those from anticipated cross sections for key representative SM processes at the LHC (predicted by the NLO QCD theory) as a joint input to the global analysis. Results obtained from a few candidate PDF sets for LO event generators produced this way have been compared with those from other approaches. As compared to the conventional LO PDFs, the PDFs for leading-order Monte-Carlo event generators (LO-MC PDFs) described here provide a better description for the normalization of the benchmark LHC cross sections, but, more importantly, for the shapes of these cross sections. In addition, we have performed validation studies to gauge the phenomenological impact of the CT09MC PDF sets and to locate any possible pathological behavior. Aside from the (desired) differences with the conventional LO PDFs noted in this paper, the effects are otherwise benign. In particular, the CT09MC PDF sets can be used with the underlying event tunes similar to those performed with CTEQ6L1. For the LHC processes discussed in Section 6, we have checked kinematic properties of parton-level jets obtained with the new PDFs. After considering the individual p T and rapidity values of the jets, as well as variables sensitive to correlations between the jets, such as m jj , ∆R(j, j), etc., no unexpected features were observed beyond the usual differences due to the choice of different PDF sets. Given their good agreement with the anticipated LHC cross sections, the resulting PDFs are intended primarily for simulations for the LHC, and only using LO event generators. This study is our first attempt to develop such optimal PDFs. The discussed approach, and the choices made, are only representative of what can be achieved with this method. Given the very nature of the LO event generators themselves, and the inherent uncertainties of any calculation done with LO matrix elements, it is the distinctive qualitative features of these PDFs described in earlier sections that matter the most.
In Memoriam
This paper would not have been possible without the insight and inspiration of our late colleague Wu-Ki Tung.
A Production of a W -boson with n partons in the LO-MC approach
To study the impact of the LO-MC PDF sets on multi-parton configurations, of the kind commonly encountered in parton shower-matrix element matching, we have performed a parton-level calculation of W + + n parton cross sections (n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) at the LHC centerof-mass energy of 10 TeV using MADGRAPH [14] and CTEQ6L1 and CT09MC2 PDF sets. The final-state colored partons were required to have transverse momenta k T ≥ 10 GeV. The predicted cross sections are presented in Table 3 , broken down into different subprocess components and ranked by the relative size. For simplicity, we present only the results for up to two colored partons in the final state, and we compute the ratio R σ = σ(CT09MC2)/σ(CTEQ6L1) for each scattering channel. While R σ is expected to vary between the different scattering channels, it is actually well represented by its average value in all channels, R σ = 1.26. A notable exception is the gg initial state, with R σ = 1.48.
A similar study for subprocesses containing three or four colored partons in the final state reveals a similar pattern, but different values of R σ . In these cases, R σ is equal to 1.34 for the total cross section, and R σ ranges from 1.48 to 1.77 for the gluon-gluon initial states.
The fact that R σ is different for different parton topologies will have some phenomenological impact. Color connections and parton types influence the parton shower: gluons and quarks have different Sudakov form factors, and color coherence limits the phase space for emissions. Thus, properties of jets resulting from a matched calculation based on the CT09MC2 PDFs are likely to be different from those based on CTEQ6L. The scale of these differences remains to be seen.
The kinematics of partonic events is relatively unchanged between the two PDF sets, except for the distributions of the particles from the W + boson decay. There is a tendency for colored partons to be more central with the CT09MC2 PDFs, but the difference is not significant. The change in shape of the rapidity distribution of the gauge boson has been discussed in the main text. The change in the distribution of the decay positron for various partonic multiplicities is shown in Fig. 19 . Two features are notable in this figure. First, the CTEQ6L1 and CT09MC2 positron's rapidity distributions are different for all parton multiplicities (n = 0, 1, 2). Second, for a given PDF set, the distribution for n = 0 is different from that for n = 1, 2. More detailed comparison will be deferred to future studies. Table 3 : Breakdown of CTEQ6L1 and CT09MC2 cross sections and their ratios for different subprocesses of W + + n jet production (n = 0, 1, 2) at the LHC center-of-mass energy of 10 TeV. Figure 19 : Distribution of positron pseudorapidity |η(e + )| for various partonic p multiplicities in the case of W + + n jets (n = 0, 1, 2) production at the LHC (with a center of mass energy of 10 TeV), for CTEQ6L1 and CT09MC2 PDF sets. The partonic jets are defined with k T ≥ 10 GeV.
B K-factors for LO-MC PDFs
The K-factor, calculated as the ratio of the NLO to LO cross sections, depends on the choice of the renormalization/factorization scale, the PDFs used, and the kinematic region being considered. Even with the above caveats, it can be useful to define the K-factors for physics processes at the LHC [5] . Below we reproduce the table first shown in Ref. [5] and then updated in the Les Houches 2007 proceedings, where we have included the K-factors using our LO-MC PDFs for processes at the LHC; a few of these processes were included as pseudodata in our global fit, while most were not. The result is shown in Table 4 .
In most cases, the K-factors are smaller (closer to unity) when NLO PDFs are used for the LO calculations, and this is true as well for predictions using the LO-MC PDFs. The Kfactor for W production is less than 1 in this table: the W pseudodata used in the LO-MC fit were generated with the CTEQ6.6M PDFs, which predict the LHC W and Z cross sections that are larger by 6-7% than those based on CTEQ6 PDFs (used as NLO cross sections in the K-factor table) [12] . In this way, the effects of the variable flavor number heavy quark scheme used in the current NLO CTEQ PDF fits are effectively taken into account in the LO-MC formalism. The other quark-dominated process in the table below (vector boson fusion production of a 120 GeV Higgs) also has a K-factor lower (0.75 compared to 0.85) when using the CTEQ6.6M PDFs for the NLO calculation, rather than the CTEQ6 PDFs. The K-factors for the other processes are nearly the same for CTEQ6M as for CTEQ6.6M.
Fact. scales
Tevatron K-factor LHC K-factor Table 4 : K-factors for various processes at the LHC (at 14 TeV) calculated using a selection of input parameters. In all cases, for NLO calculations, the CTEQ6M PDF set is used. For LO calculations, K uses the CTEQ6L1 set, whilst K ′ uses the same PDF set, CTEQ6M, as at NLO, and K ′′ uses the LO-MC (2-loop) PDF set CT09MC2. For Higgs+1 or 2 jets, a jet cut of 40 GeV/c and |η| < 4.5 has been applied. A cut of p jet T > 20 GeV/c has been applied to the tt+jet process, and a cut of p jet T > 50 GeV/c to the W W +jet process. In the W (Higgs)+2 jets process, the jets are separated by ∆R > 0.4 (with R sep = 1.3), whilst the vector boson fusion (VBF) calculations are performed for a Higgs boson of mass 120 GeV. In each case the value of the K-factor is compared at two often-used scale choices, µ 0 and µ 1 .
